Made for me
A unique mattress for people who wish to wake up
filled with energy.
The only mattress where the hardness of every section
is tailored to your body.
Everything else is a painful compromise.

The concealed secret
of perfect sleep
Remember any hotel where you slept really well and woke up full of energy?
Why did you sleep so well then – and perhaps never again?
Why does one sleep so well in some beds, while others

the same comfort. If a mattress is just a bit too hard in

seem to be instruments of torture?

the shoulder area or too soft in the back area, it will
make you tired in the morning from changing positions

The secret is not in the bed.

all night.

The secret is not in the material, layers or miraculous

Perhaps this is what you realise so painfully every

space technology.

morning.

The secret is that the mattress happened to perfectly

The secret is in the custom design.

support every part of your body by coincidence – truly
by coincidence. It was coincidentally ideal for your

You can only feel well in the morning if every part of

body weight, curves and indents, sleeping position and

your body was supported just right all night.

sleeping habits.
And since that is extremely hard to do, you will never
A mattress with a slight difference, although made of the
same material and of the same height, would never offer

hear about it.

You can only feel well in the morning if every part
of your body was supported just right all night.
And since that is extremely hard to do,
you will never hear about it.
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Universal mattresses
are fairy tales
There is nobody in the world who is the same as you. How then should the same
mattress offer excellent sleep to people of different body weight, height, shape and
habits?
This problem cannot be resolved by any technology,

Everything affects your body weight, dimensions and

material or layer distribution.

hence the unique requirements of your body.

If you truly feel well on a mass-produced mattress, it is

Therefore, universal mattresses are like a watch that has

purely a coincidence.

stopped. Yet the hands on the watch will inadvertently
coincide with the real-time twice a day.

When a third of your life is involved, you should not
trust coincidences. Although you may not notice minor

The right mattress should be tailored to your body.

discomfort initially, years of such sleeping will take its

Would it not be ideal to have a mattress that is tailored
to your body?

toll. You will pay for it with pain, tingling, sweating,

Would it not be ideal to have a mattress that is tailored

fatigue and morning weakness, which will have to be

to your body?

“treated” with coffee.
Moreover, would it not be ideal if you could change
Everyone changes over time. Weight loss or gain,

these settings at any time of your body changes?

pregnancy, ageing ...

Moreover, would it not be ideal if you could change these
settings at any time of your body changes?
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An invincible
morning!
How many mornings do you wish you could
wake up full of strength, energy and life?
How many mornings do you wish you could
wake up ready to overcome every obstacle
that might get in your way?
Such a morning is as precious as gold. Why count them with
your fingers?
When you feel rested and fresh, you are invincible.
Every morning should be like that. Imagine waking up with
a clear mind, lively and decisive. Feel passionate, fresh and
healthy! You are in the best skin. Unique. Prepared. Invincible. You feel that this is truly you, your real face.

Are you having a
bad morning?

You should have that feeling every day of your life.
It is something you need to experience every day if you
wish to achieve ambitious goals. If you have set yourself
great tasks in your life, if you know that the day before you
will be tough or even a battle, it is vital that you wake up
with full strength.

Regardless of your age, you have no doubt woken up with pain
on occasions. These are mornings when you feel stiff, groggy,
tired, without energy, edgy and in need of coffee.

Every morning.

Morning pain in the back, hips, neck and shoulders are most often the result of too
strong or too weak support for these body parts.
One night will cause no trouble, but years of slightly inadequate sleeping will prevent
the body from restoring. Every morning, you feel slightly more tired than the previous

If you have set yourself great tasks in
your life, it is vital that you wake up
with full strength.

one until your body starts warning you with pain. If you ignore the pain, it may
develop into a disease.
But you need not go that far.
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The first step
to perfect sleep

VisualComfort enables accurate
measurements of comfort

If you want to set the time, you need another
watch showing the correct time. So, to set a
mattress for you to wake up fully restored,
we need you.
Inappropriate mattress (too hard)

The first step is to measure what makes you comfortable.
We are all unique.

Measure your comfort
Appropriate mattress (tailored to a body)

How to measure comfort?
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This experience is something special. And personal. It shows a differ-

“Since we have slept on a Leticia mattress, we get much
more rest in the same sleeping time.”

ent result for each person. Without using VisualComfort, one cannot

Matthew P., gymnast

and sleep perfect for you.

establish how to set the hardness of the individual parts to make rest

After taking measurements, it is time for step 2.
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Step two to a
perfect sleep
Your body is unique. This is why an ideal mattress has to allow
settings and adjustments to match your body.
Hence, step two is setting the mattress. It is adjusted to your body shape, size, weight
and sleeping habits.
Only Leticia allows the local setting of hardness over the entire mattress.
The secret of Leticia is a revolutionary innovation. Its core comprises a mass of
modules in five different hardness levels. The modules may be changed freely.
Therefore, we can set the ideal hardness on every part of the mattress very accurately,
i.e. separately for the head, neck, shoulders, lumbar region, hips and so on.
Even several years later, if your body changes.

An approximate setting is followed by a fine setting.
By changing the hardness levels and materials of the top layer, one can achieve the
finest comfort setting. A mattress prepared in this way is unique and handmade
especially for you.
This is why you have probably never slept so comfortably as you will on a Leticia
mattress.

Simply unique
“Leticia is simply unique. It adjusts to the body and provides just the right degree of
comfort and support. The quality of a modular mattress is revealed particularly during
pregnancy, when a good sleep is all the more important. I highly recommend it to
everyone, particularly young mothers.”
Danielle B.
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Where is Leticia
invincible?
Leticia enables something that no mass-produced mattress can:
comfort, which has been measured all over your body, can be set
accurately for each section of the mattress.
Your body will restore the quickest with Leticia. It is the secret to the strength of active
people who achieve the most ambitious goals.

Leticia is a revolutionary mattress without parallel. Just like you.
It is a unique mattress on the market, allowing very accurate adjustments with respect
to the shape, weight and sleeping habits of the individual. It will be made just for you.
It enables the fastest nocturnal body restoration and the most comfortable sleep due to
a perfect body fit. You will never wake up so full of energy elsewhere.
It is the only mattress that enables an accurate change of settings at any time in the
future. Replacement is unnecessary, unless the mattress is old.
Every Leticia mattress is hand made for each person, none are mass-produced.
You will stop adjusting to the mattress, since the mattress will be adjusted to you. It
is the only mattress for active people with great goals who need to wake up in the
morning at the peak of their strength.
Everything else is a painful compromise.
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Who can benefit the
most from Leticia?
Leticia is made for active and ambitious realists who do not
believe every fairy tale. For all of you leading an active life and
who are controlling your own destiny.
You may appear serious, but this is just because you have a goal and know where you
are going.
You wish to be at your best in the morning.
That is when you want to be fully restored, full of energy and mentally sharp.
You know why? You want to succeed. You want to be the best. You want to create
something new. You want to be ready for every challenge of the day. You leave nothing
to chance.
You know what you are looking for. Previous mattresses turned your hair grey. You
have tried many things with no satisfactory results. This is why you do not believe
sales stories. You believe yourself.
You trust yourself and your feelings. When you did not, you got burned. You are proud
of yourself, your skills and everything you have achieved.
Take time for yourself.
You love yourself, you wish yourself well, you appreciate yourself, and you wish to
take care of yourself.
You feel worthy.
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Night “problems”
“Every time I tried to draw up a few sentences about
my experience with Leticia before going to sleep, I had
difficulties. Leticia is truly a good choice since I start and
then fall asleep. Next evening, Leticia, the Esmeralda of my
sleep … and then I fall asleep. And again, Leticia, what can
be your match … and I’m asleep. Perhaps, this is the best
recommendation for it?”
Ema L.
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First-class materials

Two types of Leticia

There is no good sleep without excellent materials. All Leticia mattresses are
combinations of different materials selected for their natural origin, aeration, durability
and comfort.

Leticia comes in two technological price ranges.
Hence, everyone can afford comfort they have never experienced before.

The components made of LetiPur and LetiCell materials are obtained from unspoiled fields of soya, grown organically

MultiModular

and under controlled conditions. Bio soya is a natural plant that has not been exposed to any genetic modifications.
Top levels of comfort for the
most demanding customers
that can be set throughout

Materials used

the mattress (20 zones). A

LetiCell

An extremely flexible and airy natural material for the core and top layer of the mattress.

technologically advanced

Spring

Airy pocket-shaped springs, excellent point flexibility.

tailored to its owner.

SoftFeel

Very airy top layer material for the feeling of lying on a cloud.

LetiPur

Memory material for excellent adjustment and comfort of the top layer.

and unique mattress that is

hips (7 zones). A golden
selection for everyone who
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TrioComfort

impeccable that they may be chewed by
a toddler.
The product contains LetiCell and LetiPur materials,
nalepka_priprava_2017.indd 3
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The HygCen certificate is awarded for

produced in the EU from natural soya and holding the

materials that have been proven to be

Oeko-Tex standard 100 certificate, class 1.

safe for medical use.
The cashmere and aloe knitwork is made in the EU and
holds the Oeko-Tex standard 100 certificate, class 1.
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MultiModular
It provides top comfort for the most demanding persons. It can be set throughout the
mattress (20 zones).
A technologically advanced and unique mattress that is tailored to its owner.
A global innovation that is sold throughout Europe.

How does Leticia MultiModular work?

It offers the extremely efficient option of setting the

The core of the mattress comprises 20 modules in

entire surface of the mattress. By measuring comfort

5 different hardness levels that are arranged in the

with VisualComfort, we are able to create a unique

mattress based on your body shape and sleeping habits.

combination of 20 zones tailored specifically to your

Modules are usually softer in the area of the shoulders

body and select an ideal top layer for perfect comfort.

and hips, and firmer in the lumbar area. The core is made

Such adjustability and flexibility is offered by no one

of premium LetiCell material, which achieves the highest

else in Europe.

quality standards and boasts excellent aeration.

FLEXIBILITY

TOUCH

As your body changes, so does
your mattress. You can easily
adjust it at any time in the future,
thus satisfying your changing
needs.

An extremely flexible cashmere cover –
the softest thread in the world – provides
a captivating touch against your body,
while the addition of aloe provides
freshness. Since it can be washed, you can
also maintain hygiene.

COMFORT
Everyone chooses their own sleeping
comfort. Some will choose firm
support, some compact, some a fitting
support and others a very comfortable
support. The choice is yours.

A WIDE SELECTION OF
DIMENSIONS
WASHABLE COVER

MODULES

LETICELL CORE

TOPPER

BACK SUPPORT

provides hygiene
and is very pleasant
to the touch.

enable the
setting of
different
hardness
levels.

provides
aeration and
flexibility.

can be chosen
from 5 materials.

Choosing the right
hardness of the
mattress ensures
optimum back support.

A unique mattress on the market allowing very accurate adjustments with respect to the shape, weight and sleeping habits of the individual.

CORE
The core of the mattress comprises
20 modules that are arranged in the
mattress based on your body shape,
sleeping habits and health Specifics.

Height: 15, 20, 26, 28, 30, 36 cm
Width 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 cm
Length 190, 200, 210, 220 cm

The top layer provides the first impression of
comfort when you lie down.

An excellent cover provides a captivating final
impression.

You can choose the top layer of the MultiModular

The cover contains cashmere, one of the softest threads

mattress freely or using the VisualComfort device. The

in the world. This is a premium luxurious thread that

layer can be made of flexible LetiCell material, pocket-

has been further treated with aloe vera. It achieved

shaped springs, flexible SoftFeel or LetiPur memory

quality grade 1, which is the top level of the Oeko-Tex

material.

standard 100 certificate. The cover can be washed at
60°C and enables quick drying due to the properties of
the material it is made from. The bottom of the cover
contains 3D woven fabric that enables full aeration and
heat and moisture transition throughout the surface and
in all directions.

LetiCell
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TrioComfort
The TrioComfort mattress allows you to set the comfort in the most important areas –
the shoulders, low back and hips (7 zones).
A golden selection for practical and prudent
people.

The Soft Touch cover makes your sleep perfect.
Soft Touch is an adjustable cover that will make you

TrioComfort is a thick, airy and practical 7-zone

feel even better on your mattress. Its quality has been

mattress with additional channels increasing air flow

certified with the Oeko-Tex standard 100 certificate. The

and accelerating drying. The mattress boasts LetiCell

cover can be washed at 60°C and enables quick drying

material, made of bio soya and featuring above-average

due to the properties of the material it is made from.

aeration. The open cells allow it to maintain excellent

The bottom of the cover contains 3D woven fabric that

flexibility and aeration under all conditions.

enables full aeration and heat and moisture transition
throughout the surface and in all directions.

The mattress has 3 large changeable modules. Using
the VisualComfort device, we determine an ideal

Compare Leticia mattress properties

Suitable for children.

RATE OF ADJUSTMENT TO THE USER
SITE OF ADJUSTMENT

MULTIMODULAR

TRIOCOMFORT

100%

70%

Entire mattress

The most important areas:
shoulders, low back and hips

NUMBER OF COMFORT ZONES

20
Firm

Firm

OPTION TO SELECT COMFORT

Compact, but fitting

Compact, but fitting

Very comfortable

Very comfortable

Visual Comfort measurement required

Visual Comfort helps you choose

COMFORT MEASUREMENT BEFORE PURCHASE
OPTION TO CHANGE COMFORT

7

Entire mattress

The most important areas:
shoulders, low back and hips

combination of micro modules that is adjusted to your
shape, gender, weight and sleeping habits. In some

The right selection of modules can provide an ideal

versions, you have the option to choose the top layer

comfort mattress for the lightest and youngest people as

from flexible LetiCell material, pocket-shaped springs,

well.

Some versions allow people
to select their own sleeping
comfort. Some will choose firm
support, some compact, some a
fitting support and others a very
comfortable support. The choice
is yours.

After several years of use, the mattress
may be serviced by changing three large
modules in the mattress – as simple as
that.

Soft Touch

10/10

9/10
Hybrid modular technology

All components

All components

SUITABLE FOR LIFTING MECHANISMS

Yes

Yes

3D AERATION

Yes

Yes

COVER WASHING AT HOME

Yes

Yes

WARRANTY

Yes

Yes

15, 20, 26, 28, 30, 36 cm

15, 20, 26, 28, 30, 36 cm

Width 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 cm

Width 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 cm

Length 190, 200, 210, 220 cm

Length 190, 200, 210, 220 cm

RESTORATION OPTION

FLEXIBILITY

Cashmere Luxury

Premium hybrid modular technology

TECHNOLOGICAL SOPHISTICATION

adjustable SoftFeel or LetiPur memory material.

COMFORT

COVER

HEIGHT
SIZE

TOUCH
Soft Touch is an
adjustable cover that
will make you feel even
better on your mattress.
Since it can be washed,
you can also maintain
hygiene.
A WIDE SELECTION OF
DIMENSIONS
Height: 15, 20, 26, 28, 30, 36 cm
Width 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 cm
Length 190, 200, 210, 220 cm
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CORE
The core of the mattress is made of 7
predetermined comfort zones. These
are distributed throughout the mattress and ensure optimum adjustment.
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Leticia Exclusive Top –
luxury accessory

Adjustable Leticia pillows
An exceptional pillow with adjustable hardness, thickness and inclination. Another part
of the sleeping equipment that is fully tailored to you. For perfect relaxation.

All Leticia mattresses are also available in a special Exclusive Top edition, which will
impress you with its practical and modern appearance.
The Exclusive Top Edition global innovation changes the
top 6cm of your selected mattress into an integrated
topper. It will bring you joy with additional thickness and
a sophisticated appearance, while allowing each user to
choose their own comfort. It will make your bed even
more personal and unique.

Why choose Exclusive Top?
Here are 5 reasons to convince you.

Leticia XS

Leticia S

1

The basic pillow model for everyone

A pillow model for everyone who

who needs very low support. It is

needs low support. It is ideal for

ideal for adjustable mattresses and

adjustable mattresses (e.g. waterbeds)

sleeping in a prone position, where

and for sleeping in a prone position,

you need low support.

where you need low support.

Leticia M

Leticia L

Leticia XL

A classic pillow model that can be

A raised pillow model with amplified

An additionally raised pillow model

turned 180°, thus using it for high

neck support. Ideal for sleeping on

with amplified neck support. It is

or low support. It is ideal for flexible

your back and for people with broad

recommended for people who need

Each user can choose from several possible topper

mattresses (e.g. waterbeds) and

shoulders.

very high support and for sleeping

comfort levels, even if it is a double bed.

allows you to regulate height.

You will never again have to straighten the topper
on your mattress in the morning, since the topper
will be attached to the mattress. It will remain in
place and will not slide off. Perfect.

2

Making your bed will become a pleasure. It has
never been so easy. Just lift it a bit, put on a fitted
sheet and you are done. You will have more time to
rest in bed and relieve your back of all load.

3

Its comfortable quilted SoftTouch cover can be
removed and washed, allowing your bed to stay
clean at all times.

4

on the side.

5

When you want the edge of your mattress to be
upholstered, you will not want to hide it with
a fitted sheet. The Exclusive Top Edition allows
you to enjoy the selected colour harmony every
morning.
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LetiPur and LetiCell

Anti-allergic and washable

Ergonomic and orthopedic

Perfect aeration, flexibility and
outstanding comfort.

The cover can be washed at 60°C
and is suitable for people suffering from allergies.

It is suitable for all constitutions
and provides optimum support
for the head.
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Do it for yourself
and for your dearest ones
Leticia provides years of carefree rest and mornings that will make you feel strong and
invincible. Who deserves it? You do. Together with your dearest ones.
Remember, comfort measurement comes first and then

feel what changes in comfort can result from minor

the mattress is tailored to your body. So, come and see

changes to Leticia mattress settings.

us as soon as possible. No obligations. You will see and

Wake up invincible!

Leticia is a patented invention, the result of long-standing experience gathered since
1994 by experts at the Maremico company while studying modern sleeping habits.
2017

www.leticia-modular.eu

